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RETHINKING THE FOOD NARRATIVE
SYSTEMIC INTERVENTION IN THE LOGISTICAL SPACES OF AGGREGATION + DISTRIBUTION IN
THE FOOD RETAIL SECTOR OF CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

PROCUREMENT

DANIELLE FOISY + TASKINA TAREEN

PRÉCIS
In the context of major Southern African cities, the main
force behind urban food insecurity lies not in the availability
of food but the accessibility of
food, brought about by the
rapid increase in supermarkets and other associated
food outlets.
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Food can be economically accessible (reasonably priced)
but spatially inaccessible (distance from informal home to
supermarket too far or conversely, it can be spatially accessible (supermarket expansion into low-income areas)
but economically inaccessible
(highly priced food)[3]. With
the advent of competitive
modern
agribusinesses
changing the face of the marketplace in the southern African city today, the food supply
becomes dependent on both
a modern and highly developed formal food marketing
system, and a well-organized
informal food marketing structure, that continues to be an
active player in the food
game.
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If there is anything to be learnt
from developed cities around
the world, it is that the private
sector will continue to play an
increasingly important role in
the urban food supply of
emerging cities. In the context
of Southern Africa, where the
informal sector continues to
serve a large percentage of
the urban poor population,
but is losing power due to the
advent of modern agribusinesses, it becomes necessary
to derive methods to integrate
small-scale
vendors into
formal food marketing systems through the respatializing of logistical spaces of food
aggregation and distribution
in the city.
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RETHINKING THE FOOD NARRATIVE
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Farmers have no organized
bargaining power, thus in most
cases they bear the cost.

WHAT
The South African food retail industry faces a number of critical environmental, social
and governance (ESG) issues and challenges. These include the need to address urban food security,
waste management and the integration of local/small scale agribusinesses towards a sustainable and
dynamic food narrative.

5 CONSUMPTION

IN HOME

WHERE
Cape town, South Africa.

Because of the lack of storage,
daily deliveries must be made
to the informal stands from the
wholesale retailer.

If close enough in proximity,
farmers willl transport their
apples by foot. This saves
on energy + fuel costs but
could potentially deplete
the quality of the apple due
to poor harvest handling

Small scale farmer harvests
what is remaining of their
crops after natural causes,
thieves, and cattle grazing
can act as potential threats

Also due to lack of storage, daily
purchases of apples and other
fresh produce must be made. This
can be done easily as most informal
vendors are located in the same
context as the living space.

WHO

INFORMAL VENDING TYPOLOGIES

The South African food retail industry including big supermarket names such as Shoprite, Pick & Pay,
Spar and Woolworths, Distribution centers, Quality control centers, Government policies.

WHY
Doing so will not only have a massive impact on critical issues facing the country, especially job
creation and food security but secure cost efficient, locally sourced goods that are not exposed to exchange rate volatility. Respatializing the food narrative, to include the small scale farmer and informal
market, will push towards the design of a sustainable ‘supermarket’ for low income areas.
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1
Studying
the food narrative both formal and informal, from field to fork, their connected networks, their
multiple sites and scales, various stakeholders, across varying contexts, in order to propose a systemic
intervention that addresses the sustainability of culture, ecology and place of a given community.

Make-shift stands constructed with
found materials. Normally appear at
the edge of informal housing blocks.
Additive construction and usually
are the main providers of produce.
Open-air vending space.

Hawkers carry their items and move
towards consumers. Do not have a
designated space thus areas of
circulation become their space.

3
Small shops, usually sell non-perishables,
which limits the amount of deliveries needed.
Facade advertises store + vending
takes place completely at the interior.

“While global networks transcend limitations of distance and
obliterate spatial/temporal patterns of seasons, they also have
uneven impact on places, intensifying production in some
regions while pushing others to the margins of economic
viability” (1)

Many informal markets appear adjacent to
'formalized' structures. However, this leads to
informal spatial aspects as spaza shops and
stands develop additively in which no
formal organization logic situates them in context.
Then not only are they informal economically, but
physically at several scales as well [squatted land,
in unorganized clusters].
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WHAT
The corporate supermarket is transforming the food retail sector in South Africa, already expanding into
smaller towns and poorer areas. This process of globalized trade prompted by power dynamics is dislocating local production and changing patterns of eating, giving rise to the concern for urban food security , food safety and the economic viability of small-scale farming.
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Cape town, South Africa.
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The Small-scale farmer, Informal sector, Food sustainability NGOs, Local community
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WHY

CARBON FOOTPRINT

Small producers risk exclusion from dynamic urban markets increasingly dominated by supermarkets.
This affects directly the ecological, social and spatial dimensions of low-income communities in South
Africa. Urban food insecurity is an ongoing issue, prompting need for the despatialization/restructuring
of current food systems and networks.

SUPERMARKET TYPOLOGY
cold chamber

HOW
Studying the food narrative both formal and informal, from field to fork, their connected networks, their
multiple sites and scales, various stakeholders, across varying contexts, in order to propose a systemic
intervention that addresses the sustainability of culture, ecology and place of a given community.
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A recent focus of the international food security agenda
places the small-scale farmer
at the center of efforts to improve food security in Southern African cities[2]. While this
is a necessary approach, it
says little about the existing internal dynamics of food distribution in an urban African setting which rely heavily on an
informal marketing system
that provides mainly for the
urban poor.

refrigeration/
freezer

Through a consolidation of existing food activists and community based/social movement, and analysis of the
modern food network and
systems, there lies design potential for systemic intervention that begins to link food
production of multiple scales
in a coherent sequence, that
addresses the ecological,
social and spatial attributes of
a given community/site.

